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The Honorable Xavier Becerra, Secretary
Robin Dunn Marcos, Director
Office of Refugee Resettlement
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
330 C Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201


Dear Secretary Becerra and Director Dunn Marcos:

We, the Attorneys General of California, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington (States), write in response to the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Unaccompanied Children Program Foundational Rule, 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908 (published Oct. 4, 2023) (Proposed Rule). Protecting immigrant children is important to our States. As of July 2020, 84 facilities licensed in our States were caring for unaccompanied children (UACs) in the custody of the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR). ¹ Every year, thousands of children are released from immigration custody and reunified with family members or other adult sponsors who are residents of our States. These children become members of our communities, where they live in our neighborhoods, attend our schools, and grow into adults raising their own families. Together, 40 percent of all children who will be released from immigration custody by the federal government this year will come to our States.² Indeed, since Fiscal Year 2015, more than 68,000

In Fiscal Years 2022 and 2023, our States received approximately 40 percent of all unaccompanied children released from immigration custody by the federal government. See id.
UACs have been released to sponsors in California alone. Each of our States is committed to ensuring that all children who are cared for within our borders, including UACs, are provided with high standards of care in the least restrictive, most family-like conditions.

The States commend HHS on the significant steps it has taken to codify and improve protections for UACs in the custody of ORR. In particular, we welcome provisions in the Proposed Rule that govern language access, improve access to counsel, guarantee access to reproductive health care, emphasize the importance of community-based care, encourage comprehensive post-release services, and require the implementation of positive behavior management strategies. The Proposed Rule represents a significant step forward to improving conditions and care for UACs in ORR custody.

However, the States are concerned with provisions of the Proposed Rule that would permit the placement of UACs in unlicensed facilities. The States urge HHS to amend the Proposed Rule to require that all facilities housing UACs be state-licensed, including both standard programs and emergency and influx facilities. In the alternative, the States urge HHS to (1) require that all facilities that house UACs, including emergency and influx facilities, be state-licensed where licensure for such facilities is available; (2) require that all facilities that house UACs within a state’s borders comply with state law and regulations applicable to facilities for the care of dependent children in addition to ORR standards; and (3) implement a more comprehensive regime for federal oversight of unlicensed facilities housing UACs. The States offer these recommendations in consideration of the States’ compelling interest in and deep concern for the health, safety, and wellbeing of UACs, both those currently within our borders and those who will one day become members of our communities.

I. The States Support Elements of the Proposed Rule that Provide Enhanced Protections for UACs.

The Proposed Rule improves certain critical protections for UACs consistent with the purpose of the stipulated settlement in *Flores v. Reno*, No. 85-cv-4544 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 17, 1997) (*Flores* Settlement Agreement) and the States’ standards for ensuring the rights and well-being of children residing in the States. The States applaud the inclusion of these increased protections and the effort to create comprehensive regulations to govern the placement and care of UACs.

A. Language Access

The States support the strong language access requirements included throughout the Proposed Rule. In particular, the States appreciate the requirements in proposed section 410.1306 that placements “consistently offer” all UACs the option of interpretation and translation services.
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3 *Id.*

4 Currently, Texas and Florida prohibit the licensure of facilities within their borders to care for UACs. 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,915-16.
in the UAC’s native or preferred language and in a way the UAC understands; that language access considerations inform placement decisions; and that placements provide educational instruction, relevant materials, appropriate recreational reading materials, and documents that are part of the educational lessons in a format and language accessible to all UACs. The States also welcome the Proposed Rule’s requirement that placements ensure effective communication with UACs with disabilities, including appropriate auxiliary aids and services.

Language access is critical to ensuring UACs are able to participate fully in educational, legal, and other available services. Robust language access requirements are also important to the States. For example, California’s Dymally-Alatorre Bilingual Services Act, Cal. Gov. Code § 7290 et seq., seeks to eliminate language barriers that preclude residents of California from having equal access to public services. Language access is also critical to ensure that UACs are able to effectively communicate with their caregivers about their needs and to reduce the isolation that comes with being unable to communicate. The States commend the efforts made to ensure that the Proposed Rule contains robust protections for all UACs who are non-primary English speakers.

B. Access to Counsel

The States appreciate the Proposed Rule’s expansion of legal services for UACs. Access to legal services is critical in order for UACs to have information about their rights, legal protections, and available services while in the immigration system. In particular, access to counsel, where possible, is vital to ensure that UACs’ due process rights are protected during the course of their immigration case.

In particular, the States strongly support the provisions in proposed section 410.1309, subsections (a)(4) and (b) that would provide ORR with the discretion, subject to available resources, to fund legal services for UACs, including direct immigration legal representation and access to counsel for enumerated non-immigration related matters. Studies have shown that access to counsel is vital for UACs to be able to effectively participate in their immigration cases and leads to just outcomes. According to a 2016 study by the American Immigration Council, detained immigrants with counsel are nearly 11 times more likely to pursue relief than those without representation and are twice as likely to obtain relief than detained immigrants without counsel. Similarly, a 2014 analysis of immigration court data found that 73 percent of UACs with representation were allowed to remain in the United States whereas only 15 percent of
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unrepresented children were allowed to stay. The States urge that resources be allocated to fund legal services for UACs currently or previously in ORR care.

C. Access to Reproductive Care

The States support the provisions in the Proposed Rule that seek to protect UACs’ access to medical services that require heightened ORR involvement, including access to abortion care. In particular, the States welcome the provisions of the Proposed Rule that require ORR to, if necessary, provide UACs with transportation across state lines to guarantee access to medical services, including abortion care, regardless of whether ORR is prohibited from paying for the medical care itself. The Proposed Rule also rightly recognizes the importance of considering a UAC’s health status, including information regarding the UAC’s reproductive health status, in the determination of the most appropriate placement for the UAC. The States also support the requirement that emergency and influx facilities provide family planning services, pregnancy tests, and medical services requiring heightened ORR involvement such as abortion care to UACs. It is critical that UACs in ORR’s care have access to timely and appropriate medical care, including the full panoply of reproductive health services. Such access is vital to UACs’ physical, mental, and emotional growth and development, as well as their long-term health.

The requirements that ORR ensure that UACs have access to reproductive health services are consistent with the States’ similar interests in supporting access to reproductive health care services. Three of the States—California, Michigan, and Vermont—have recently amended their constitutions to protect personal reproductive rights, including the right to abortion. Other States continue to protect the right to abortion by statute. The States strongly support HHS’s efforts to ensure ongoing access to these critical health care services for UACs in its care.

D. Post-Release Services

The States also support the Proposed Rule’s expansion of post-release services for UACs. This will foster UACs’ safe integration into their local communities by assisting them in obtaining critical services, including education, legal services, health insurance, mental health
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services, and counseling.\textsuperscript{16} The States particularly welcome the Proposed Rule’s expansion of post-release services to any case where a home study is conducted and to UACs with mental health and other needs who would benefit from the ongoing assistance of a community-based service provider even if their case did not involve a home study.\textsuperscript{17} The Proposed Rule would rightfully require that providers furnish post-release services that are sensitive to the individual needs of the UAC and in a way that the child effectively understands—regardless of spoken language, reading comprehension, or disability—to ensure meaningful access to all UACs, including those with disabilities or limited English proficiency.\textsuperscript{18} This expansion of post-release services will provide much-needed support to UACs as they transition from ORR’s care to the care of their sponsors.

\textbf{E. Community-Based Care}

In addition, the States strongly support the Proposed Rule’s emphasis on a community-based care model that would allow for the care of UACs in community-based placements that operate in a manner consistent with the States’ licensing standards.\textsuperscript{19} As ORR notes, a community care model would allow UACs to be integrated into their local communities in the States, attend local schools, and be involved in “extracurricular, enrichment, cultural, and social activities” in their local communities, which would promote the health, safety and best interests of the UACs.\textsuperscript{20} The States have a strong interest in ensuring that UACs residing in the States are cared for in a safe and stable placement in the community where they will not suffer further unnecessary trauma. Community-based care has been a part of good child welfare practice for decades.\textsuperscript{21} Keeping children in their local communities has positive effects on the child’s well-being and allows the child to form critical bonds with individuals in their community and at school.\textsuperscript{22}

\textbf{F. Positive Behavior Supports}

The States also support the Proposed Rule’s requirement that care provider facilities for UACs use evidence-based, trauma-informed, and culturally sensitive behavior management strategies.\textsuperscript{23} This requirement aligns with the States’ laws regarding the care of children placed in group care facilities. For example, California law requires staff in group care facilities to employ trauma-informed, evidence-based de-escalation and intervention techniques when responding to the behavior of a child residing in the facility, and law enforcement may only be

\textsuperscript{16} 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,988.
\textsuperscript{17} 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,933, 68988.
\textsuperscript{18} Id.
\textsuperscript{19} 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,919-20.
\textsuperscript{20} 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,920.
\textsuperscript{22} Id.
used as a last resort once all other de-escalation and intervention techniques have been exhausted. California law also requires these facilities to develop protocols that identify and describe collaborative relationships with community-based service organizations that provide culturally relevant and trauma-informed services to the children served by the facility to prevent, or as an alternative to, arrest, detention, and incarceration for system-impacted youth. The States encourage ORR to incorporate these same child welfare standards into the Final Rule.

II. The States Oppose Provisions of the Proposed Rule that Would Permit Placement of UACs in Unlicensed Facilities.

Although the States applaud the provisions of the Proposed Rule that expand and strengthen protections for UACs, the States are deeply concerned about provisions of the Proposed Rule that would permit the placement of UACs in “standard programs” or emergency or influx facilities that are not state-licensed. For nearly twenty-five years, the Flores Settlement Agreement has protected UACs in the custody of ORR by ensuring that, with certain limited exceptions, they are placed in facilities licensed by the states. This structure accords with the states’ longstanding responsibility to regulate child welfare and to care for the wellbeing of the children in our States. As State Attorneys General, we have a duty to protect the rights of our most vulnerable populations, safeguard their health and safety, and defend state laws. The Proposed Rule undermines the States’ protection of UACs by allowing multiple types of unlicensed facilities. Specifically, the Proposed Rule inappropriately (1) defines “standard program” to include facilities that are not licensed in states which have chosen not to license facilities housing UACs, and (2) sanctions the operation of emergency or influx facilities without a state license.

Permitting UACs to be housed in unlicensed facilities would intrude on a traditional area of state regulation and expertise, risks lowering the standards of care for these children, and would create a future risk of sanctioning the operation of secure facilities and family detention facilities that the States have refused to license due to the harms they inflict on children. Animated by a desire to ensure that UACs are housed in conditions that are safe and healthy, that promote children’s well-being, and that comply with the standards that the States have developed through long experience, the States urge HHS to require that all facilities housing UACs be state-licensed, including both standard programs and emergency or influx facilities. In the alternative, the States urge HHS to (1) require that all facilities that house UACs, including emergency and influx facilities, be state-licensed where licensure is available; (2) require that all facilities that house UACs within a state’s borders comply with state law and regulations applicable to


facilities for the care of dependent children in addition to ORR standards; and (3) put in place a more comprehensive regime for oversight of unlicensed facilities housing UACs.

A. The States have long-standing experience and expertise in the licensing and oversight of residential placements for children.

Ensuring child welfare, including establishing and enforcing standards of care and for licensing of residential placements for children, is a police power vested in the states.26 States accordingly have a long history of enacting child welfare laws that guide the care and protection of minor children who cannot remain safely at home. Massachusetts passed such a law in 1866.27 From the first emergence of child welfare systems in this country, states have played an important role in licensing children’s residential placements. As historians have recognized, “[r]elated to the development of state systems of child care was the introduction of state policies and procedures for licensing and regulating child care facilities.”28 Accordingly, states have licensed and monitored placements for over a century. By the 1890s, the states understood supervision over child caring agencies to encompass the principles that: (1) the state should know where its dependent children are; and (2) state agents should visit and inspect these institutions and agencies at regular intervals, and full reports should be made to the state.29 Leaders in the child welfare field have long recognized “the importance of instituting strong regulatory systems, including licensing, service monitoring, and case accountability to protect the interests of children in the child care system.”30

Over decades of experience in administering their child welfare systems, the States have developed expertise in creating and enforcing standards for the care of youth in children’s residential facilities that reflect the States’ critical interest in protecting the physical, emotional, and psychological health of all children within their borders.31 As a result, each of the States has comprehensive standards and licensing procedures to ensure that residential

29 Id. at 17-18 (quoting Grace Abbot, The Child and the State 17-18 (1938)).
30 Id. at 18.
31 See, e.g., Globe Newspaper Co. v. Super. Ct. for Norfolk Cnty., 457 U.S. 596, 607 (1982) (holding that a State’s “interest” in “safeguarding the physical and psychological well-being of a minor … is a compelling one”); Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629, 640 (1968) (noting that a State “has an independent interest in the well-being of its youth,” and recognizing “society’s transcendent interest in protecting the welfare of children” (citation omitted)).
placements for children provide the care and services necessary to support children’s healthy
development in settings that further their best interests.

For example, each of the States follows a policy of placing children in the least
restrictive setting to meet their particular needs.32 Similarly, each State maintains a
comprehensive licensing scheme for all placements used to house children.33 Each State’s
comprehensive child welfare system seeks to protect the personal rights, health, and safety of
children in residential facilities. For example, California has long maintained a “foster youth
bill of rights,” which ensures that children in residential facilities have, among other rights, the
right to not be locked in any portion of their placement facility; visit and contact siblings and
family members; have social contacts with individuals outside the child welfare system; attend
religious services; participate in extracurricular activities; be placed in out-of-home care in
accordance with their gender identity; attend school in the community; and receive prompt,
comprehensive medical care.34 Each State has a robust system for ensuring meaningful
oversight, accountability and enforcement of these licensed placements.35 And to ensure that
all children in the State enjoy the protection of these standards and oversight, each State
prohibits the operation of unlicensed children’s residential facilities.36
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430.11(d); Or. Admin. R. 413-070-0625(1)(g); Wash. Rev. Code § 74.13.065; 11 Pa. Cons. Stat. §
2633(4); N.J. Admin. Code § 3A:12-1.7(b)(14); 20 Ill. Comp. Stat. 505/7.3a(c)(2); 705 Ill. Comp. Stat.
405/2-27-405/2-27.2; Ill. Admin. Code tit. 89, § 301.60(b)(1); Me. Dep’t of Health & Human Services,
Child and Family Services Manual § 3.4.

33 See, e.g., Cal. Code Regs. tit. 22, div. 6; Conn. Gen. Stat. § 17a-145(a); D.C. Code § 4-
2.7; 225 Ill. Comp. Stat. 10/7; 89 Ill. Admin. Code Parts 401-404.

Health & Human Services, Child and Family Services Manual § 3.9(VIII)(A).

35 See, e.g., Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 1550-1557.5; Me. Rev. Stat. tit. 22, §§ 4099-J to 4099-
Mun. Regs. tit. 29, § 6201, et seq.

Me. Code R. chs. 35, 37; Mich. Comp. Laws § 722.115m(2); Minn. Stat. § 245A.03, subd. 1; Nev. Rev.
The federal government has long relied on the states’ collective experience, expertise, and particular interest in maintaining standards of care for children within their borders to ensure that unaccompanied children in federal immigration custody are placed in facilities that are safe and healthy for children. Since 1997, the states’ licensing standards have governed residential placements for children in federal immigration custody within each of the states pursuant to the *Flores* Agreement and federal law. See, e.g., *Flores v. Lynch*, 828 F.3d 898, 906 (9th Cir. 2016) (“obvious purpose” of requiring placement of unaccompanied immigrant children in state-licensed facilities is to “use the existing apparatus of state licensure to independently review detention conditions”). Consistent with this landscape, the federal government has never—for immigration purposes or in any other child welfare context—licensed facilities for children. Instead, the federal government has appropriately relied on the states’ decades of experience in licensing such facilities and enforcing the standards developed by the states.

**B. The Proposed Rule fails to adequately describe the standards under which unlicensed facilities would be required to operate, risking placement of UACs in harmful conditions.**

The Proposed Rule appropriately recognizes that, in most cases, facilities that house UACs must be licensed by an appropriate state agency. However, the Proposed Rule departs from this general approach for standard programs where “licensure is unavailable to programs providing services to unaccompanied children” in the state in which the facility operates. In such cases, standard programs will be required to meet minimum standards that are outlined in the Proposed Rule and also to “meet other requirements specified by ORR,” which are not further described in the Proposed Rule.

Similarly, the Proposed Rule would not require emergency or influx facilities to be state-licensed, instead providing that such facilities “may not be licensed or may be exempted from licensing requirements by State and/or local licensing agencies.” The Proposed Rule would require emergency or influx facilities to meet certain minimum standards outlined in the Proposed Rule. The Proposed Rule would permit those standards to be waived for facilities operating for less than six months where ORR determines the standards are operationally infeasible.

---
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The States commend the improvements in the minimum standards for standard programs and emergency or influx facilities outlined in the Proposed Rule. In particular, the States support the inclusion of requirements that both types of facility provide an individualized needs assessment and an individualized services plan for each child. The States likewise support the requirement that facilities provide services in a manner that is sensitive to the age, culture, native language and needs of each child. And, as discussed in further detail above, the States applaud requirements that standard programs implement trauma-informed positive behavior management systems. These minimum standards represent important protections for UACs in ORR’s care and custody.

However, despite these positive elements of the minimum standards outlined in the Proposed Rule, the States are concerned that the minimum standards for both standard programs and emergency or influx facilities do not address all of the issues for which the States have developed licensing standards for children’s residential facilities. For example, California’s state licensing standards require that facilities maintain minimum staff-to-child ratios; the minimum standards outlined in the Proposed Rule for emergency or influx facilities include no such staffing requirements. Many of the States’ licensing schemes include specifications as to the size and maintenance of living quarters that are absent from the minimum standards. Certain of the States’ licensing schemes require that children be allowed independence and access to the community, as appropriate, including access to participation in recreational, cultural, and extra-curricular activities outside the facility; the minimum standards do not contain such requirements. Nor is it clear whether other requirements subsequently developed by ORR for unlicensed standard programs would be consistent with or address all issues addressed by the States’ standards. The States recommend that the minimum standards and any other requirements that ORR develops for standard programs and emergency or influx facilities address the issues for which the States have developed licensing standards, including but not limited to the examples identified above. The States strongly suggest that ORR look to

43 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,990; 69,000.
44 Id.
45 88 Fed. Reg. 68,908, 68,991-92
46 Cal. Code Regs. tit. 22, § 84065.5; see also 606 Mass. Code Regs. 3.07(2).
the States’ licensing standards and requirements for guidance in developing and elaborating its own standards.\footnote{See Exec. Order No. 13132, 64 Fed. Reg. 43,255 (Aug. 4, 1999).}

As described above, each of the States have developed comprehensive licensing standards over decades of experience. In order to ensure that UACs in ORR’s care and custody are protected by these comprehensive, state-specific standards, the States urge ORR to revise the Proposed Rule to require that all facilities housing UACs be state-licensed. However, should ORR determine to permit the use of unlicensed facilities, with a view to protecting the health and safety of UACs housed in such unlicensed facilities, the States urge that the Proposed Rule be revised to clearly require that standard programs and emergency and influx programs meet both ORR requirements \textit{and} applicable state laws and regulations.

Specifically, the States recommend that proposed section 410.1302, subsection (b), governing standard programs, be revised as follows: “(b) Comply with all applicable State child welfare laws, and regulations, and standards, and all State and local building, fire, health, and safety codes, \textit{and} other requirements specified by ORR if licensure is unavailable in their State to care provider facilities providing services to unaccompanied children.” The States recommend that proposed section 410.1801, subdivision (b)(15), governing emergency or influx facilities, be revised as follows: “(15) Emergency or influx facilities, whether state-licensed or not, must comply, to the greatest extent possible, with \textit{all} applicable State child welfare laws, and regulations (such as mandatory reporting of abuse), and standards, as well as State and local building, fire, health and safety codes, that ORR determines are applicable to non-State licensed facilities.”

Concerns about the health and safety of UACs detained in unlicensed facilities in the past underscore the importance of ensuring that all facilities housing UACs are state-licensed or, at minimum, required to comply with state licensing regulations. In 2018 and 2019, HHS housed thousands of children in facilities, including in Tornillo, Texas, and Homestead, Florida, that were not licensed for the residential care of children.\footnote{Unaccompanied Alien Children: An Overview, Congressional Research Service, R43599, Sept. 1, 2021 at 20-22, \url{https://sgp.fas.org/crs/homesec/R43599.pdf}} Conditions at these facilities were inconsistent with the standards required of state-licensed facilities. In Tornillo, “[c]hildren spen[t] weeks crammed 20 to a tent, languishing in the desert, far away from sponsors and attorneys, and without adequate access to basic needs such as schools or a firm roof over their head.”\footnote{Sen. Dianne Feinstein, Letter to Dep’t of Homeland Security Re: DHS Docket No. ICEB-2018-0002, RIN 0970-AC42 1653-AA75, Comments in Response to Proposed Rulemaking: Apprehension, Processing, Care, and Custody of Alien Minors and Unaccompanied Alien Children (Nov. 6, 2018) at 2.} Observers at the Tornillo facility noted that facility “felt like a prison or jail.”\footnote{Margaret Hartmann, Reporters Tour Texas Facility Where Migrant Children are Detained, New York Magazine (June 14, 2018), \url{https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/06/reporter-migrant-children-incarcerated-in-texas-facility.html}.} Similarly, “Homestead [had] the feel of a secure detention facility,” was “surrounded
by tall perimeter walls” and had “a 24/7 security patrol”; “[c]hildren [were] not able to leave Homestead freely.”53 Then-Senator Kamala Harris called conditions at the Homestead facility “a human rights abuse.”54 More recently, whistleblowers have described troubling conditions at the Fort Bliss Emergency Intake Site, including crowded conditions that made effective supervision of youth impossible, failure to provide clean bedding or clothing, and delays in providing medical or mental health care.55 Lengthy stays at the Fort Bliss facility in these conditions caused deterioration in the mental health of unaccompanied children, including increased risk of self-harm.56

C. The Proposed Rule fails to adequately describe the oversight and enforcement regimes that would ensure unlicensed facilities meet minimum standards.

In addition to the standards for licensing facilities, the States conduct robust oversight to ensure that facilities are continuing to comply with minimum standards. The States would recommend the adoption of similar oversight for any unlicensed facilities housing UACs. For example, California state law requires an initial evaluation visit within 90 days of the initial issuance of a license, provides for unannounced visits and visits on a regular schedule, permits public inspection of all reports and plans of correction for facilities, contains a process for receiving complaints about a facility and resolving such complaints through onsite inspections within ten days of receipt, outlines the process for suspension and revocation of licenses for facilities, and provides for civil penalties for noncompliance.57 Other States also perform monitoring and enforcement functions.58 The States’ oversight mechanisms and processes are critical to ensure that children are not housed in conditions that are harmful to their health and safety.

Due to the states’ expertise in this area, ORR has long relied on the states’ oversight and enforcement functions to ensure, in the first instance, that UACs are housed in safe and appropriate conditions. However, ORR has struggled in the past to provide consistent supplemental monitoring of its contracted, state-licensed facilities. For example, in 2016, the Government Accountability Office found that, although contracted state-licensed facilities were largely providing required services, ORR’s on-site monitoring visits had been inconsistent and ORR had not received complete case files for review. In September 2020, the Government Accountability Office found that ORR had failed to obtain and review state licensing citations, failed to conduct timely audits and site visits, and experienced months-long delays in providing facilities with monitoring reports and required corrective actions. And in May 2023, HHS’s Office of Inspector General found that ORR had failed to ensure that ORR and care provider staff followed required procedures when transferring children due to limitations in ORR’s quality control procedures and oversight.

The States appreciate that the Proposed Rule describes general ORR monitoring activities for standard programs. However, the States are concerned that the Proposed Rule does not contain any description of heightened oversight procedures for unlicensed standard programs to replace the oversight that otherwise would have been provided by the relevant state licensing agency. The States are likewise concerned that the Proposed Rule contains no explanation of how ORR will provide oversight to emergency or influx facilities or ensure that such facilities comply with ORR’s standards and with state law. And while the States welcome the proposed creation of an Office of the Ombuds, such an office fulfills a different purpose and, by design, lacks enforcement authority. Where a State will not be providing oversight in the first instance, more robust and detailed requirements for ORR’s oversight mechanisms is critical. The monitoring regime described in the Proposed Rule is insufficient to replace the oversight provided by state licensing and enforcement agencies, and creates a significant risk that UACs will be placed in facilities that do not meet required minimum standards.

There are also significant concerns that unlicensed ORR emergency and influx facilities have previously operated without requiring criminal or child abuse and neglect background
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checks. The Proposed Rule does not clearly require background checks for staff in emergency or influx facilities. By contrast, California law requires that all staff at licensed children’s residential facilities undergo a stringent background check that includes checks of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s and the California Department of Justice’s criminal records, the California Child Abuse Central Index, and the state child abuse registry of any state in which a prospective staff member has resided in the past five years. Other States follow similar procedures regarding background checks for facility staff.

The States urge that all facilities housing UACs should be state-licensed to ensure that UACs enjoy the protections of state oversight and enforcement. However, consistent with the States’ deep concern for the welfare of UACs, should HHS determine to permit the use of unlicensed facilities, the States recommend that the Proposed Rule be revised to include, at a minimum, the following monitoring and enforcement functions for facilities that are not state-licensed: (1) requirements for inspection, screening, and documentation review prior to the placement of any UACs in a facility; (2) requirements for criminal and child abuse and neglect background checks for all facilities housing UACs in ORR care, including emergency and influx facilities; (3) requirements for frequency of monitoring visits and evaluations, including both scheduled and unannounced visits, and for review of documentation and case files; (4) a procedure for receiving, investigating, and responding to complaints within a specified timeframe; and (5) a framework for the enforcement of standards, including procedures for suspension or termination of a facility for failure to comply with state laws, regulations, and codes or with ORR standards. These minimum monitoring and enforcement functions are critical to protecting the health, safety, and welfare of any UACs in ORR custody.

D. The States strongly oppose any attempt to operate unlicensed facilities within their States, including family detention facilities.

Finally, the States are concerned with the implications of ORR sanctioning the operation of unlicensed facilities within the States. As described above, establishing and enforcing standards of care for licensing of residential placements for children is a core police power vested in the states, which have consistently required that such placements be licensed. In exercising that police power, States have made a considered policy decision not to license certain types of facilities. For example, the States generally do not permit “secure” or locked children’s
residential facilities, except as necessary for the child’s safety or the safety of others, or in connection with a juvenile offense.67 State licensing standards generally require that children in residential facilities have freedom of egress from these facilities; the independence appropriate to their age, maturity and capability; and the ability to participate in activities in the community.68

A Proposed Rule that sanctions ORR’s use of unlicensed facilities raises serious concerns that in the future the federal government may seek to expand the use of other types of unlicensed facilities—most saliently, facilities for the detention of families—in the States. This concern is not unfounded: the federal government has attempted to do before. See Flores v. Rosen, 984 F.3d 720, 739-40 (9th Cir. 2020) (enjoining proposed regulations that would have permitted family detention in States that did not license family detention facilities). The harms such facilities inflict on children is well documented,69 and for that reason, the States have uniformly declined to license such facilities. Any plan to employ unlicensed secure facilities, which children are not allowed to leave, including family detention facilities, would harm the States, not only as to their interest in enforcing their duly-enacted laws and regulations, but also in their compelling interest of protecting the welfare of the States’ children.

E. The States propose amendments to the Proposed Rule.

For the reasons described above, the States strongly urge HHS to revise the definition of “standard program” to require that all homes and facilities operated by such programs be state-licensed and to update proposed section 410.1302, subsections (a) and (b), consistent with that requirement. The States further urge HHS to revise the definition of “emergency or influx facility” and proposed section 410.1801 to require that emergency or influx facilities be state-licensed.70

---


70 State licensing for emergency and influx facilities is potentially available in California, for example, where such facilities could seek licensure as group homes or transitional shelters. See Cal. Code Regs. tit. 22, § 84000 et seq.; Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1502.3.
However, should HHS retain the proposed definitions of “standard program” and “emergency or influx facility,” the States propose alternative recommendations consistent with the States’ deep concern with the health and wellbeing of UACs in ORR custody.

First, as discussed above, the States recommend that the Proposed Rule be revised to require facilities operating without a license to comply with all relevant state licensing regulations and standards. Specifically, the States recommend that proposed section 410.1302, subsection (b), be revised as follows: “(b) Comply with all applicable State child welfare laws, and regulations, and standards, and all State and local building, fire, health, and safety codes, or other requirements specified by ORR if licensure is unavailable in their State to care provider facilities providing services to unaccompanied children.”

Second, the States recommend that proposed section 410.1801 be revised to require that an emergency or influx facility be licensed by an appropriate State agency if State licensure is available. The States also recommend that proposed section 410.1801, subdivision (b)(15), governing emergency or influx facilities, be revised as follows: “(15) Emergency or influx facilities, whether state-licensed or not, must comply, to the greatest extent possible, with all applicable State child welfare laws, and regulations (such as mandatory reporting of abuse), and standards, as well as State and local building, fire, health and safety codes, that ORR determines are applicable to non-State licensed facilities.”

Third, the States strongly urge that, in the event ORR places children in facilities that are not state-licensed, ORR provide a level of oversight that is commensurate with what would otherwise have been provided by the state. With respect to facilities that are not state-licensed, the States recommend that the Proposed Rule be revised to include, at a minimum, the following monitoring and enforcement functions for facilities that are not state-licensed: (1) requirements for inspection, screening, and documentation review prior to the placement of any UACs in a facility; (2) requirements for criminal and child abuse and neglect background checks for all facilities housing UACs in ORR care, including emergency and influx facilities; (3) requirements for frequency of monitoring visits and evaluations, including both scheduled and unannounced visits, and for review of documentation and case files; (4) a procedure for receiving, investigating, and responding to complaints within a specified timeframe; and (5) a framework for the enforcement of standards, including procedures for suspension or termination of a facility for failure to comply with state laws, regulations, and codes or with ORR standards. And the States urge ORR to allocate sufficient staffing and other resources to ensure that oversight of any unlicensed facilities is as robust as that which would otherwise have been provided by the state in which the facilities are located.

***

The States welcome the steps that HHS has taken to develop a comprehensive regulatory regime to govern the care of UACs in the custody of ORR. In particular, the States strongly support provisions of the Proposed Rule that improve UAC’s language access and access to counsel and reproductive health care, strengthen post-release services, prioritize community-based care, and require the implementation of positive behavior management systems.
However, the States are opposed to the provisions of the Proposed Rule that would permit UACs to be housed in unlicensed facilities. The licensing and oversight of children’s residential facilities is a core police power of the states, and the States have developed comprehensive licensing regimes over the course of many decades to ensure that children housed in these facilities are healthy and safe and that their rights are protected. The States strongly recommend that the Proposed Rule be revised to require that any facilities housing UACs be state-licensed. Should HHS nevertheless determine to permit the use of certain unlicensed facilities, consistent with the States’ compelling interest and concern for the health, safety, and well-being of UACs, the States strongly recommend that the Proposed Rule be revised to require that all facilities be licensed where licensure is available and that all facilities be required to comply with all relevant state laws. The States further urge HHS to ensure that comprehensive oversight mechanisms are developed and implemented to ensure that unlicensed facilities are compliant with state law and ORR policy.
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